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Adelaide flying high on
agenda of new investors
RICHARD EVANS
NEWS of the abolition of
stamp duty on commercial
property in South Australia finally has the attention of east
coast and international buyers, and to an enormous effect,
says an independent Adelaide
property adviser.
Former CBRE (SA) associate director Ben Heritage,
who set up Broadway Property with former MRS Property valuer Ryan Stewart
earlier this year, expects the
complete cutting out of stamp
duty in July is to transform
CBD property sales and ownership.
“All the economic indicators are suggesting that Adelaide is going to experience a
very buoyant 2019,” he said.
“There is a lot of positivity
in Adelaide economy with a
lot of listed and unlisted institutional buyers seriously considering Adelaide as a genuine
opportunity.”
The nature of the daily
work undertaken by Broadway has taken him by surprise
he said. Tenant rep submissions, the expected work staple, have been surpassed by
market transactions.
“Initially we planned and
envisaged to be heavily focused towards tenant representation and while we are
doing a large amount here,
however it’s been the acquisition and buyers agency element to the business which
has been a real surprise,” Mr
Heritage said.
“I would say that in the current climate 60 per cent of our
business consists of buyers
agency and 40 per cent tenant
rep, whereas before we commenced we would have anticipated the reversal of this
“Ten months since we
opened in March, we have appointments to act on behalf of
clients from Brisbane, Sydney,
Melbourne and of course Adelaide, but that’s not to say its
been easy.
“It’s been a steep learning

SUCCESS: Broadway Property’s Ben Heritage and Ryan Stewart have had a stellar first year.
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curve and you’re always looking for the next opportunity.
At the end of the day all we
can control is our level of service towards our clients and
the results we achieve for
them, and hopefully the rest
takes care of itself.”
Announcements surrounding the defence and the $50
billion contract to build 12 new
subs in Adelaide have been

have four clients with assets
either in due diligence or
pending settlement.
Mr Heritage said his twoyear term serving on the
South Australian division of
the Property Council’s (PCA)
Mainstreets Committee is to
end and thanked what he said
is “one of the most active and
progressive committee’s the
PCA has to offer”.

fundamental to a property resurgence he says up to 4000
incoming new, direct jobs.
“A lot of professional service firms looking to now
come back to Adelaide off the
back of this activity and other
companies such as BHP committing to new long term lease
arrangements at the Charter
Hall GPO development which
has given a lot of confidence

to other professional service
firms.”
The age old mantra that
Adelaide offer steady returns
without the volatility that investors are experiencing in the
eastern states is currently
more true than ever he says.
“Currently we’re appointed
to act on behalf of clients looking to purchase in Adelaide, as
well as in Melbourne, and
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This diary does more than help organise our lives, it’s
packed with health issues important to every woman.

HAVING second thoughts
around the sale of a commercial property asset has paid
major dividends in a Golden
Grove retail precinct.
LJH Commercial Adelaide’s Con Kavooris said the
sale of 1 Aeolian Drive, which
has four food/retail tenancies
including Fasta Pasta – in an
off market deal for $3.4 million
was reflective of a buoyant
suburban market.
Passing net income is
around $233,000 per annum
reflecting a yield of around
6.85 per cent commercial sales
and leasing manager Mr Kavooris said.
“The property was withdrawn from the market in 2016
after a brief marketing campaign because the owner had a
change of heart and decided to
keep it and potentially further
develop it,” Mr Kavooris said.
“It was only a few months
ago that the owner contacted
me thinking about putting it
back on the market.”
The property was purchased by a local private investor Mr Kavoris said.
“Having sold it off market I
am certain that there are going
to be quite a few disappointed
buyers particularly those that
have maintained interest.
“In the property since its
original campaign in 2016. We
find these sort of properties are
very popular and not difficult
to sell.”
Zoned district centre, the
3880sq m site has a street
frontage of more than 90m to
Aeolian Drive with a second
frontage to The Grove Way.
It is fully leased to Fasta
Pasta, Gold Burger, Green
Ginger and Indian Brasier, all
of which have long-term leases.
Golden Grove retail is adjacent the Golden Grove Village Shopping Centre, and
near to premium national retailers including Big W, Target
and Dan Murphy,
It has a weighted average
lease expiry of about 9.45
years, a new 10-year lease to
Fasta Pasta with options until
2036.
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